VERDE SPORTS LTD

Verde Sports Ltd is a family owned company, which was established by the late John Hessey and his wife Nancy in 1988 and is now run by his daughter, Niki.

Since this time Verde have been a leading supplier of artificial surfaces to the golf market, producing golf and fairway mats, winter tees, pathways, adventure golf and putting surfaces.

Verde are based in the manufacturing area of North West England and are a hands on, loyal and friendly team. Celebrating their 21st year in business, Verde believe that long-term relationships with trade distributors, golf clubs and private customers has contributed to their success.

Verde are acknowledged in the industry for their excellent customer service, often offering next day UK deliveries, distributing all over Europe as well as Worldwide.

The short to medium term objective is to produce a wholly British product – with all the consistency of supply and high level of quality that goes alongside having a British manufacturing base.

Recently, the company re-designed its website to produce an even more informative and customer friendly interface. This effectively showcases their range of products and services and allows for instant purchases to be made via its “buy online” facility.

Verde Sports will continue to grow alongside the increasing popularity of artificial grass surfaces and they remain committed to being at the forefront as the industry moves forward.
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Irrigation Consultants

irritech limited
Independent Irrigation Consultants
Specialising in:
- Existing system evaluation
- System design & upgrade
- Project management

Contact Roger Davey on: 01823 690216
www.irritechlimited.co.uk
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LEADING THE WAY IN IRRIGATION
- DESIGN
- INSTALLATION
- SERVICING

FOR GOLF COURSES, STADIA,
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PRIVATE GARDENS & LAKES.
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Harrogate Week
EDUCATION
17 - 21 January 2010
EXHIBITION
19 - 21 January 2010
www.harrogateweek.org.uk

Grinders

Reading: 01189 884 888
Guildford: 01483 286 837
Cirencester: 01285 652 272
Devizes: 01380 730 003
Ashford: 01233 619 290
Bristol: 01454 415 428
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